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Redear sunfish, Lepomis microlophus, is also known as shell cracker or straw-
berry bream. Female (A) has orange trim on the "ear," while the male (D)
sports a red edged ear. Sunfish from murky water tend to be lighter than the
specimens shown. Colors of breeding male (B) are more intense and showy.
Hanging on a stringer also tends to cause a color fade (C). The redear is a
bottom feeder, seldom attracted to popping bugs. Usual weight, pound and a
half and the range is State-wide but rare in the Trans-Pecos.
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Cover: Wading tidal flats of the Texas coast, a common egret keeps alert

to danger while hunting a tasty morsel. Photo by Reagan Bradshaw.
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Hemisfair Camping
by Howard Barnett

HEMISFAIR '68 will bring several million over-
night visitors to the San Antonio area, and not
all of them will stay in motels and hotels. Many
will prefer the quiet solitude of camping, and they
will come to Central Texas pulling their travel
trailers or lugging their campers and tents. State
parks will receive a great many of these campers.

The following is a guide for campers who want
to camp within roughly 100 miles of San Antonio.

INKS LAKE STATE RECREATION PARK-
10 miles west of Burnet. Although having Inks
Lake as its main attraction, this 1,200-acre park
offers visitors 19 picnic sites, 190 tent camping
sites, and 23 screened shelters. Trailer camping is
also permitted. Activities include boating, water
skiing, swimming, nature study, and hiking. Gran-
ite Mountain and the quarry at Marble Falls is
near the park. This quarry furnished material for

the Texas State Capitol Building.
Also in the area is Longhorn Cavern State

Scenic Park. This cave, operated on a concession
agreement, has been used since prehistoric man.
Robert E. Lee is supposed to have pursued maraud-
ing Indians into the cave. The notorious outlaw,
Sam Bass, is reported to have used the cave as a
hideout and to have hidden $2,000,000 in holdup
loot there. It has yet to be found. The cavern is
one of the nation's largest, and has numerous beau-
tiful formations, passages, and chambers formed
over millions of years.

BLANCO STATE PARK-one mile south of
Blanco. Once used as a campsite by early explorers
and settlers, the park now has 18 picnic sites, 8
camping sites, and 6 screened shelters for the
modern day camper.

BASTROP STATE SCENIC PARK-one mile
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A glowing campfire warms the trail to Hemisfair.

east of Bastrop. This 2,033-acre park is noted for
lush green Lost Pines of Texas, isolated from
other Texas pine forests by hundreds of miles
of prairie. For the camper there are 78 picnic
sites, 44 camping sites, 25 trailer sites, a group
shelter, and 13 cabins. The park has several recre-
ational attractions including a 10-acre lake, a 60
by 100 foot swimming pool, and a nine hole golf
course. Lake Bastrop is nearby, offering over 1,000
acres of good fishing.

BUESCHER STATE RECREATION PARK-
two miles northeast of Smithville. Here, among
the twisted oak trees and Spanish moss, trailer
and tent camping is permitted. Activities in this
relatively undeveloped area include fishing in the
25-acre lake, and nature study.

LOCKHART STATE RECREATION PARK-
three miles southwest of Lockhart. Visitors may
fish, swim, or play golf. Both tent and trailer
camping is permitted, and 14 picnic sites are
available.

PALMETTO STATE SCENIC PARK-16 miles
northwest of Gonzales. This 178-acre State park
on the San Marcos River is known as a unique
botanical area of sub-tropical vegetation and
warm springs. Tent and trailer camping is per-
mitted, and visitors may swim and fish in the
San Marcos River.

GOLIAD STATE HISTORICAL PARK-one
mile south of Goliad. This park contains a replica
of Mission Nuestra Senora del Espiritu Santo
de Zuniga, originally established in 1722 and set-
tled in 1749. Located one-fourth mile south of

this 209-acre park, is the restored Presidio
Nuestra Senora de Loreto de la Bahia, which was
also established in 1722 and settled on the site
in 1749.

Near the park is the site of the Goliad Memorial
Shaft, which marks the common burial site of
Col. J. W. Fannin and victims of the Goliad
Massacre (1836). Fannin and his men surrendered
to Mexican Gen. Jose Urrea with the General's
promise that they would be treated as prisoners of
war.

Seven days after their surrender Fannin and
the men with him plus other prisoners captured
in the area were massacred as traitors on orders
from Santa Anna. Three hundred forty-two men
were executed, with 28 escaping. After the mas-
sacre, the battle cry "Remember Goliad" rang
with "Remember the Alamo." The site where
Fannin surrendered, Fannin Battleground State
Historic Site, is in the Goliad area.

GARNER STATE RECREATION PARK-
seven miles north of Concan. Located on the Frio
River, this 630-acre park has 234 camping sites,
45 screened shelters, a group shelter, and 17
cabins. Trailer camping is permitted. Activities
in this park include boating, fishing, swimming,
biking, hiking on a nature trail, and miniature
golf. The John Nance Garner Museum is nearby
in Uvalde.

KERRVILLE STATE RECREATION PARK-
three miles south of Kerrville. Having recently
undergone extensive renovation and expansion,
Kerrville State Park should get heavy use during
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Cooling off in a lake is

an ideal way to relax

while traveling, and it's easy

to find an opportunity

in the many water-oriented

State parks.

Hemisfair. This 497-acre park, located on the
Guadalupe River, now has 82 picnic sites, 85 camp-
ing sites, 30 trailer sites, 16 screened shelters,
and a group shelter. A stable was recently built
so that a horse riding concession could be run in
the park. Other activities included boating, fishing,
swimming, bird watching, and hiking.

Located in the beautiful Texas Hill Country,
Kerrville State Park is near Camp Verde, the
starting point of the Army camel route. There
were about 75 camels stationed at the camp.
Bandera Pass, 12 miles south of Kerrville, is a
noted gap in a chain of mountains through which
passed camel caravans, wagon trains, Spanish con-
quistadores, immigrant U. S. troops, and Texas
Rangers.

LAKE CORPUS CHRISTI STATE RECRE-
ATION PARK-four miles southwest of Mathis.
Over 14,000 surface acres of water is the main
attraction of this popular, year-round park. Lake
Corpus Christi is noted for its big blue, yellow,
and channel catfish. Sunfish, bass, and crappie also
abound. There is plenty of room for boating,
swimming, and water skiing, too. Two fishing piers
with lights for night-time fishing are under con-
struction in the park. The park already has 85
picnic sites, 178 camp sites, and 25 screened shel-
ters. There are also trailer camping facilities and
boat ramps.

LIPANTITLAN STATE HISTORIC SITE-nine
miles east of Orange Grove. Although there are
no facilities in this five-acre park, camping is per-
mitted. The park is the site of a fort built in 1833
by the Mexican Government in anticipation of
trouble with the Texas settlers. The fort fell to
Texas forces in 1835 after a two-day battle.

TIPS STATE RECREATION PARK-one mile
west of Three Rivers. Although not operated by
the Texas Parks and Wildlife Department, Tips
State Recreation Park affords some camping space.
This 31-acre park, located on the Frio River, is
leased to the city of Three Rivers by the Depart-
ment for 99 years. Activities include camping, fish-
ing, and picnicking.

In addition to the State parks mentioned, numer-
ous other recreation areas are located near San
Antonio. These areas are operated by river authori-
ties, cities, and various private enterprises. Infor-
mation on local outdoor recreation areas may be
obtained from the government entities or chambers
of commerce. **
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FORTUNE has lured many a country boy to
the big city, where the streets traditionally are
said to be paved with gold. Yet in Springtime
there are riches in profusion all over the Texas
countryside, as if some giant had reached into a
treasure chest and scattered great handfuls of
many colored gems in all directions. Trees and
bushes get caught in the festivity, and burst forth
in perfumed finery to complement the bejeweled
fields.

April is the most opulent month in this State,
which has the greatest floral wealth of any. Alti-
tudes range in this huge land area from the coastal
salt flats to 9,500 feet on Guadalupe Peak. The
climate is almost tropical in the Rio Grande Valley,
while the Panhandle in winter is often covered by
a mantle of snow. Rainfall varies from torrential
to drought, in different areas and seasons. The
vast panorama includes prairies, swamps, pine
forests, lakes and rivers, limestone hills, soaring
mountains, and awesome canyons.

The delightful result of all this diversity is that
numerous species of wild plants flourish within
our borders. If a bouquet were made up of one of
each of the more than 5,000 varieties, it would be
Texas-size indeed.

Some are gorgeous stay-at-homes and can thrive
only in limited localities. Wallflower and scarlet
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salvia, for instance, grow best in a dirt-filled crev-
ice of a limestone bluff, and goose grass will grow
only in saline soils on the coast. Others can do
well anywhere and are widespread, sometimes
changing color and size in different surroundings.
The common firewheel is this versatile, its blos-
soms being deep red in sandy soils and red with
yellow, "wheeled" borders in black soils. Mountain
daisy and blazing star do equally well, without
any change in color or size, on limestone hills and
sandy prairies.

Blooming is triggered by weather in most cases,
and begins for each variety at its warmest or
southernmost limit, moving northward at an aver-
age of 15 miles per day. Some flowers, like the rain
lilies, retama, and desert willow, bloom almost reg-
ularly after heavy rains. In the April crescendo,
millions of blossoms at all points of the compass
are unfolding joyously to make their debut be-
neath the vibrant blue Texas sky.

From north to south, right across the State,
part of this sky seems to have fallen to earth.
Here and there are little pools of the vivid blue,
then suddenly the fields and hillsides are washed
with vast, rippling seas of it. The State Flower,
bluebonnet, most famous of them all, is glorifying
the countryside and claiming its annual homage.

Several legends surround this lovely native. One
of the most popular tells of the sacrifice made by
a little Comanche Indian maiden, during a time of
great hardship. The Great Spirit told the chief
prosperity would return to the tribe if a burnt
sacrifice were made of their most precious posses-
sion. The child decided sorrowfully that this pre-
'cious thing must be her beloved doll with a mar-
velous headdress of bright blue jay feathers. Alone
at night she burnt the doll as an offering. Next
morning, masses of beautiful blue flowers, the
exact color of the feather headdress, had sprung
up where the ashes had fallen.

A pioneer name for bluebonnet was buffalo
clover, because it was believed that buffalo grazed
on the plant. The generic name, Lupinus, comes
from the Latin word for wolf, referring to the old

e l y '
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supposition that these plants impoverished the soil.
Now it is known that the roots form nitrogen
compounds which eventually add greatly to the
soil's fertility, so the benefits from the bluebonnets
are as handsome as their looks.

Another honored Southerner, the magnificent
magnolia, is at home in the bayous, swamps, and
river bottoms of eastern Texas. This fragrant,
waxy-white blossom is said to be symbolic of
candor and beauty. Its floral neighbors are many,
in this region of high rainfall. The early flowering
dogwood and redwood still are cheerfully lingering,
and the climbing wild rose bursts forth to join
the show.

continued Patches of yellow and red coreopsis, wild petunia
trumpets, the sweet purple wild verbena, perky
black-eyed Susans-these and a legion of others
add their riotous colors to the tapestry. Demure
violets and timid baby blue-eyes hide their charms
in the wooded shade. Even the ponds and streams
are decked out with iris, lotus, and water lilies.

The heart of Texas is hospitable to so many
blooms that here, too, it seems someone has been
smashing rainbows and impulsively strewing the
fragments everywhere. The breeze wafts intoxi-
cating perfumes from the honeysuckle and the
golden huisache, which has been described as
having "a load of balm for every wind that stirs."
Buttercups and daisies lift sparkling faces, along
with brilliant poppies, sunflowers, gaillardia, and
a host of others. The Indian paintbrushes look
freshly dipped in their glowing paint. According
to legend, the Great Spirit created this plant for
a young chief who yearned to paint a glorious
sunset but had not the skill or the tools. In answer
to his prayers, the flower brushes appeared in all
the loveliest shades of rose, crimson, and gold.

Further north, the plains and Panhandle also
are alive with color and fragrance. Among the
throng are the prairie lily, red star mallow, Venus'
looking-glass, and blue-eyed grass, and many
smaller varieties of the blossoms found earlier in
other regions.

West of the Pecos, the tall stalks of many dif-
ferent yuccas are proudly lifting their creamy, bell-
shaped blooms. Where there are streams, the
desert willow is in flower, and on the steep slopes
the air is heavy with the scent of mountain laurel.
White-flowered greggia and flame acanthus are
thickly scattered, and the numerous other blooms
which seize the chance to appear in the balminess
of this prelude to the heat of summer.

The Rio Grande Valley in the south has been
described as "the garden of chaparral," referring
to several flowering shrubs of the same name.
This region, with its multitude of exotic, half-
tropical plants, is a botanist's dream and a delight
to all in the flowering season. After a rain, the
grey of the cenizo is transformed overnight into
a delicate lavender. Beauties such as the showy,
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A star-thistle models its new bouffant gown.

Even a rare native orchid peeps out graciously

from its Big Thicket seclusion, above, while a

sunny, golden bloom in full regalia, below,

brightens up its dry corner of South Texas.
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yellow and red bird of paradise and the gregarious
amapola poppy are rivalled by the innumerable
forms of cactus. Like ugly ducklings, these prickly,
often unattractive plants suddenly are in fiesta
attire, and as ravishing as the rest.

Pinning down exact locations for wild flowers
is not easy, for they are almost as much on the
move as people. In fact, many came here as immi-
grants from the Old World, along with the settlers.
A few, like the spider lily and phlox, made the
reverse journey and were introduced and now
flourish in Europe.

Changing land conditions, such as brought about
by irrigation and marsh draining, bring new flora
to some sections. Flowers and seeds are carried by
people, cattle, birds, wild mammals, and in com-
mercial vehicles to entirely new locations. Others
simply pop into the wind and float for miles.

Some plants have not fared so well in the path
of progress, and have become rare, either from
disease and weather changes, land cultivation, or
the expansion of cities, factories, and other devel-
opment. A State law passed in 1933 forbids the
picking of wild flowers and injury to trees and
shrubs on highways and State lands. Since that
time, the Texas Highway Department has gone to
great pains to protect and maintain the wild flora
along the highway rights-of-way, and, where
needed, plants new seeds. Garden clubs and other
organizations also are active in trying to assure
that future generations will know the same breath-
taking wonder of Springtime that we now do.

Many of these flowers remain a lot more than
eye-pleasing. They provided the Indians and pio-
neers with a wide range of necessities. They were
the source of salves and medicines to cure a thou-
sand ills, and still are to this day. Ink, dye, tanning
agents, soap, twine, packing, and building material,
are just a few of the items supplied by often
fragile-looking plants.

They also provide another form of enjoyment
in delicious food and drink. Flour, bread, vegeta-
bles, fruits, jellies, and wines-all these they can
add to the larder, to say nothing of the various
fiery cactus beverages. Perhaps the best product
of all is honey, of many shades and flavors. Partic-
ularly delectable is the honey from mesquite,
chaparral, lechuguilla, agarita, catclaw, white
sweet clover, huisache, brasil, wild verbena, and
the desert willow.

It's not necessary for a Texan to own an oil
well to feel like a millionaire. Our flora is above
price, but the beauty of these wild Texas jewels is
here for all to enjoy in this season of abundance. **
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Lovely but notorious water hyacinth, above, is

one of numerous wild flowers that flourish

in this State. In April, blossoms at all points

of the compass unfold to welcome summer.
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Gw"Rane Needs vs. Land Use
by Horace Gore
Wildlife Supervisor, Waco

HUNTING often gets the blame
when wildlife numbers decline
noticeably. However, man's over-
all use of the land has a much
greater effect on the number of
game animals present than does
legal hunting pressure.

Natural self preservation will
cause wild game to hold their
own in the battle with the gun,
as they have for many years, but
game animals have yet to find a
way to combat overgrazing, ex-
cessive brush eradication, ex-
tremely clean farming, and the
various "cides" (pesticides, herb-
icides, etc.) which destroy their
two great necessities-food and
shelter.

This is not to say that graz-
ing, brush clearing, clean farm-
ing, and chemical aids should be

eliminated. But, as applied in
many areas today, these activi-
ities are greatly reducing the
carrying capacity of those areas
for wildlife, particularly game
species.

Game populations are con-
trolled by the quality and quan-
tity of vegetation. In the natural
order of things, this usually is
controlled by soil moisture. How-
ever, few areas are now in their
natural state, and soil and mois-
ture are only two of many con-
trolling factors that affect vege-
tative growth. Grazing, plowing,
brush clearing, and industrial use
have a marked effect on wildlife
habitat.

The size of a combination farm
and ranch has a definite bearing
on deer populations: smaller

tracts must, in most cases, be
used to their greatest capacity.
Crop land produces the most
money per acre, and small acre-
ages are normally farmed to pro-
vide a livable family income.

Since larger ownerships are
generally utilized less intensively,
these are the areas which hold
the main deer herds and carry
them through drought and se-
vere winters. Thus, when the
larger tracts are depleted for any
reason, the main deer herds also
are depleted, in proportion to the
extent of over-utilization of the
land. Likewise, a reverse of the
situation can occur. When only
a scattered deer population is
present, any land use practice
that will provide more food and
shelter will usually increase the

APRIL, 1968 11



Man's misuse of the land

destroys natural food and shelter.

Lack of these two great necessities l %
quickly reduces wild animal

populations to a shadow.
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Some land
improvements
are more fatal

to wildlife
than hunting.
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native deer population.
Vegetation changes have a

much quicker and more notice-
able effect on high reproductive
capacity species, such as quail,
doves, and squirrels, than on
large game such as deer. Ob-
servations have shown that brush
clearing, overgrazing, and other
game habitat destruction may de-
plete a deer herd slowly, whereas
the same factors can spell trou-
ble overnight to smaller game
animals. However, small game
species recover with equal speed,
thereby causing populations to

} normally rise and fall from year
to year according to habitat con-
ditions.

Many restocking programs
with wild-trapped animals fail to
replenish former game popula-
tions simply because the land en-
vironment has been changed too
drastically. Although the soil and

rainfall may be the same as be-
fore, land use may have altered
the ratio of occurrence of vari-
ous important food or shelter
vegetation types. Changes in
stocking rates in livestock, or the
introduction of various species of
goats and sheep, can modify the
dominant vegetation to the point
that proper wildlife foods and
cover are not available.

Simply adding more game ani-
mals to an area does not assure
reproduction. What caused the
previous population to fail is the
first question to be answered. Il-
legal hunting or predation may
be the cause in some cases, but
in most instances across the
State, the odds are in favor of
the decline being caused by
changes in land use practices.
The change is usually so grad-
ual that it goes unnoticed by the
average landowner who is not fa-

miliar with plant and animal ecol-
ogy.

Where conditions are suitable
for moderate to high game pop-
ulations, any animals removed
will be replaced. The less suit-
able the habitat and the more
struggle the population has for
survival, the less chance it will
have to replenish itself. Depletion
will cancel the natural increase
trend of reproduction. This is the
major problem with quail popula-
tions in many areas of the State.

Modern game management
trends are toward better habitat
management and away from put-
and-take stocking programs. Sat-
isfactory results are very much
more likely if we give considera-
tion to game populations during
the growing season of the year
instead of simply evaluating the
hunting possibilities prior to the
open season. **
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Lake Travis

by Frank Etheredge
Information Officer, Waco

SPRAWLED through cedar

covered hills like a sleeping

dragon, Lake Travis is one of the

State's largest inland lakes. Ski- `

ers and sailboaters scratch the

dragon's back, while fishermen
pluck good catches of white and °

black bass, crappie, and catfish

from the more shallow inlets

forming the imaginary animal's

legs. only about three miles but a 100

The beast's forehead is mighty foot depth is not unusual.

Mansfield Dam, 270 feet tall and Although prevailing winds ,

6,810 feet long. Although the ori- prove popular with sailboaters,,

ental lizard is kept from maraud- the wide expanse attracts skiers,

ing the Colorado River with and clear water makes the lake

floods, flames still spew from his famous with skin divers, Travis
nostrils in the form of hydroelec- is also famous for its fishing.

tric power generated by Lower White bass fishing in the Ped-u.

Colorado River Authority genera- ernales River arm of the lake in tr eo h a.tesrn n alatat n

The lake is truly a monster, glers from all over Central

covering over 42,000 surface Texas.

acres and providing more than Black bass are likely to berm
270 miles of shoreline. From caught throughout the year,
Mansfield Dam, often lo ca l ly mainly because there will always
called Marshall Ford, to Max be someone out on the lake fish-

Starke Dam near Marble Falls, ing for them. The thousands of
Travis twists its way through 65 sandy flats, coves and inlets, and

miles of Central Texas scenery. submerged bluffs provide plenty

Maximum width of the lake is of likely bass spots.
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area where most fish live. Skin
` T~ divers often have found concen-

trations of large game fish in 30
feet of water. At this depth the
inexperienced angler's lure action
is starting the upward return to
the boat, and catching fish be-
comes almost an accident.

Contrary to the dragon appear-
ance, Lake Travis offers relaxing
recreation regardless of personal
preferences. **
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a Bambi. But a fawn deer is wild and you cannot
make of a wild thing something that was created
with a cartoonist's pencil and a photographer's
camera. But people keep frying-several hundred
times a year in Texas.

They will find it just lying there, no larger than
a Twiggy-legged housecat, all curled up like a
caterpillar, a bundle in the grass, with smooth
tawny skin flecked with small spots of frozen sun-
shine. There will be just enough black for high-
lights-a line down the back, around a tiny muzzle,
and a shadow around the eyes.

Large in proportion to the head, the eyes will
be set below a pair of long soft, slightly floppy
ears. The eyes will do it-slightly almond-shaped
with long lashes, they ill be soft and innocent
and dark, yet so limpid that one can almost see
a pure soul reflected in the depths. The fawn will
have a beauty that will put a lump in the throat,
and someone is sure to say, "Oh! It looks just
like Bambi !"

The beauty is a flaw. It would be better for
deer and people if fawns looked more like wart
hogs. Then they wouldn't be taken home.

Fawnnapping is a violation of both State and
natural laws. But a fawn is beautiful and this
makes it easy to rationalize the crime.-"It looks

Cay4"` y r. 4 i

All

.t~ h. 1. 4 A+

,An apecig strayt faw mehs the hert bu ~hmhm sel nytobe

so thin and alone," or, "The mother is probably
dead," or, "We had better take it home and save
its life." They do, and when they do, they might
as well kill it.

They usually name the new pet Bambi. It will
follow the children and suckle their fingers. It will
drink milk from a bottle and soon learn to drink
from a pan. It will romp about like a little lamb
on its dainty, razor sharp, little hooves. An affec-
tion giving child may pick up Bambi, the fawn
may lash out with its razor hooves, and there will
be some nasty gashes.

"But after all, the child should have known
better! Bambi was frightened."

A good many Bambies die within the first three
months. One minute it will be all right and sud-
denly it will have dysentery. Within a few hours
it will be dead because baby deer need their
mother's milk. Bambi will have a suitable burial
and for a long time there will be sad memories
about the lovable pet that died suddenly. But this
only happens to lucky fawnnappers and lucky pet
fawns. Less fortunate fawns will thrive on cow's
milk.

Each year there is an annual Bambi roundup.
It is heralded by calls to game wardens from
people attempting to get permits to adopt Bambi.
They want to legalize fawnnapping. Their justi-
fications are all the same. "It was starving," or,
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He's born a free, wild creature, not a Bambi.

"Its mother was run over by a car," or, "The
mother was shot."

The request will be refused and it will be ex-
plained that a complaint will be filed. The phone
will go quiet, then the rebuttal. "Well, if you think
I would let that poor little thing starve . . . ," or,
"How could you be so cruel?"

The warden will probably not say it, but he
may think about the real cruelty-the taking of
something that can never fit into a domestic life
and making it something that can never be wild.

The Bambi roundup is one of the most unpleas-
ant duties that a warden must perform. He will
face crying mothers and crying children, the latter
who will remember the game warden as the man
who took away Bambi. The father will tell his
friends that he had to pay a fine for saving a
deer's life.

Bambi must be taken to someone who can give
it the proper formula, and located in an area where
it can be conditioned to a life in the woods. Finding
the proper reformatory is often a problem; but
the sooner this happens the better the chance the
young deer have of living, and the less problem
they will be to society.

More of the Bambies will be discovered when
neighbors call in because, "That pet deer 'so and
so' has is eating all my flowers." If Bambi's foster
parents find out which neighbor called, a neighbor-
hood feud may be spawned. This is only one of the
problems caused by Bambies.

A young fawn has no scent. When it becomes
older, it will develop an odor indiscernible to hu-
mans, which brings out the hunting instinct in
the friendliest of dogs. Many wild-born Bambies,
trained to trust, are slain by house-born dogs
whose primitive instincts are stirred by a wild

odor. But philosophizing is redundant. The end
results are again bad neighborhood relationships.

Some Bambies, unfortunately, live long enough
to become well-developed deer. When they do, there
is a good chance some humans are going to be
hurt. Remember little Bambi's razor-like feet?
Grown deer still have the razors plus more muscle
to wield them. A tame doe can and has scarred
children's faces with a playful paw of a hoof.

Doe are dangerous but buck deer are deadly.
Stories about people being injured or killed by
pet buck deer are regular newspaper fare.

In the second year of his life a buck deer reaches
maturity and in addition to sharp hooves, he ac-
quires antlers supported by a muscular neck. Dur-
ing mating season he is no longer Bambi-he is
a buck. He is looking for a territory to defend
and does for a harem. A tame buck deer has no
friends and no fear of people. They are capable
of killing people, and often turn on their foster
parents.

What do you do with pet deer that suddenly
revert to their wild ways. Give them to a zoo?
Zoos have no room or need for deer. Years ago,
they became overstocked with other peoples'
Bambies.

Turn them loose in the woods? You can but you
must take them a long way or they will very likely
return home. If you are successful and they stay
in the woods, they will be outcasts. They own no
territory and other deer will chase them into
marginal deer country, where if it is a buck it
may take out its frustrations on people.

Sometimes one of these misfit deer will adopt
a country road as its territory. It is a place where
it can meet people. Such a tame deer may become
a local institution as people stop and feed it tobacco
and chewing gum. It seems like a good arrange-
ment until sooner or later along will come the scum
of humanity with the eyes of the mink and the
heart of a shrike-and another Bambi will have
been butchered.

Of course, a deer can be put in a pen. It will
exist there for a long time. Deer are built to jump
so it will have to be a high fence, at least eight
feet. But is a pen the place for an animal created
to run and leap? Is a box of food a substitute for
the smell of fresh succulent browse? Is the odor
of humans a substitute for the aroma of wild
things?

To make a Bambi a wild creature again is im-
possible-it already has been robbed of the chance
to be what nature intended. It is too wild for
civilization and too civilized for the wild. It will
be an outcast forever.

The name Bambi is a misnomer. "Billy Budd"
would be a much better name for a pet deer. A
fawn left in the woods has at least a chance to
survive, but one made into a Bambi must die a
cruel death. **
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LAKESor PONDS
Aquathol aquatic weed killers
offer these distinct advantages:

NOT HARMFUL TO FISH,
fowl or aquatic animal life.

` LEAVES WATER USABLE FOR
swimming, fishing and boating.

EFFECTIVE AND FAST ACTING
for complete lake or spot
treatment.

AQUATHOL PLUS CONTROLS
25 WEED SPECIES
easy and non-hazardous to apply.
for complete control of nuisance weeds, specify

----------------

PE NNSA LT
I Department TF
S P. O. Box 3608, Bryan, Texas 77801

I Please send me your new brochure on
aquatic weed control. I'm interested in
treating:

Q Pond Q Lake Q Dock or Beach Area
Approximate size of area to be treated

------- --------------- -
Name _- ------ ---

Address ------------------

City --------- State ------ Zp -
L-----------------

LONG SHOTS
SHORT CASTS

compiled by Joan Pearsall

Bird Benefactors: A 7,000-acre tract of land was re-
cently given the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service by Mr.
and Mrs. J. Meredith Tatton of Corpus Christi. This
generous gift becomes an addition to the Aransas Na-
tional Wildlife Refuge, winter home of America's whoop-
ing cranes, and is also important habitat for another
rare species, Attwater's prairie chicken. Another example
of concern for whooping cranes comes from the Sunray
DX Oil Company, which brought in a natural gas well
with a rig three miles offshore from the Aransas refuge.
To avoid disturbance to the wintering birds, Sunray
closed down the rig and punt up a sign: "Closed until
May 15. This place is for the birds."

That Caps It: In New Hampshire last fall, two lost
hunters were located because they were wearing the
right colored hats. In the heavily wooded area, the
search party took to the air and easily spotted the caps
from the plane. Although the use of fluorescent colors
such as blaze red or blaze orange has been widely ad-
vocated as a protection from being mistaken for deer
or other game, its merits as an aid in locating lost
hunters hitherto had not been realized.

For Dryer Drinks?: Two German scientists now have
come up with "powdered" water! They succeeded in com-
bining a new water repellent silicon dioxide (Aerosil
R-972) with water to form a fine, dry white powder.
Each tiny water droplet is surrounded by a layer of
Aerosil R-972, which prevents it from running together
with other droplets to form a liquid. The powder, not a
compound, can be liquefied by mechanical pressure, dis-
tillation, or a wetting agent. The chemical, marketed
under the name of Organ-O-Sil in the U.S., is already
being used to prevent lumping in various chemicals that
have an affinity for water. Other suggested possibilities
are: stockpiles of water; bags, rather than bottles, of
samples; thirst pills; packaged water for use with in-
stant foods; even dry lawn sprinkling for drought years.

Mosquito Checkmate: Laboratory-bred strains of the
mosquito, Culex fatigans, have been produced with a
"cystoplasmic incompatibility," that resulted in sterile
matings when these male mosquitos were released in a
Burmese village, under the auspices of the World Health
Organization. In about three months, the entire native
mosquito population of this species was eradicated for
lack of reproduction.
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by L. D. Nuckles
Information Officer, La Porte

BEAUTIFUL, secretive, easily
tamed, and vanishing from the
Texas scene, just about sums up
the ocelot, Felis pardalis. This
lithe, medium-sized cat is among
the most beautiful examples of
Texas wildlife, and it is regret-
table that the encroachment of
civilization and the agricultural
practices of man will probably
soon make this animal extinct in
this State.

The range of the ocelot extends
from the southwestern United
States down to Paraguay. In the
more tropical habitats he makes
himself at home in forests and
jungles. Although quite common
in Mexico, the animal is now
scarce north of the Rio Grande.
A band of Texas habitat along the
Mexico border south from Big
Bend and along the coast is con-
sidered his home range. In the
very southern tip of Texas, the
ocelot lives in dense, almost im-
penetrable chaparral thickets
where the thorny vegetation of-
fers seclusion. In Kerr County, as
late as 1902, they were said to
inhabit the roughest, rockiest
part of the dense cedar brakes.

The ocelot usually spends his
time on the ground, in dense
cover, but is also fond of climb-
ing trees. A creature of the
gloomy jungle and dense brush-
land, this cat loves darkness-
the darker the better. When liv-
ing in close proximity to man he
does not like to leave his lair
until evening light is gone and
the dusk has turned to darkness.
The darker the night the farther
the ocelot will prowl. Even moon-

light nights seem to impede his
activities.

When hunting in pairs, as they
sometimes do, they signal back
and forth with soft "mews"
which become louder if no answer
is received. Padding along on
soundless paws, they use a highly
developed sense of smell to locate
prey.

The ocelot feeds on nearly any
kind of animal life he can master,
including birds, rodents, snakes,
lizards, and opossums. He would,
of course, take domestic fowl,
lambs, and kids if they were
available within his range; how-
ever, his habit of living in the
jungle and deep brushlands usu-
ally separates him from this easy
prey. Once he has tasted domes-
tic fowl, however, and learned
what pushovers they are, his
raids will continue until a village
is almost cleaned out of chickens
and guinea fowl. Although adult
deer may prove too much for
him, he can and will take fawns.
In Central America an ocelot is
reported to have killed a six or
seven foot boa. When discovered
he had eaten most of the head
and neck.

Perhaps the ocelot is most fa-
miliar to us through the use of
his fur on women's coats and
collars. Because of his secretive
habits, many people can live
around him for a lifetime and
never be aware of his existence.

He is one of the handsomest
of cats. His basic color is light
buff with a pearly overtone.
Longitudinal black stripes score
his head and neck, black spots
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splash across his legs and tail,
and dots and black rings cover
the rest of his body in an attrac-
tive rather chainlike pattern.
From the tip of his nose to the
end of his tail he is three or four
feet long and weighs 20 to 25
pounds.

For his den the ocelot selects
a rocky cave, a hollow tree, or
the very heart of an impreg-
nable, thorny thicket. The home,
wherever it is, is lined with great
care. The animal chooses a bed-
ding of dry grass, twigs, and the
like, and chews it until it is soft
and pliable, for this is a creature
who likes his comfort.

The mating season is probably
about June. The kittens, nearly
always twins, are born in Sep-
tember or October. Like other
young of the cat family, they are
covered with a scanty growth of
hair, and their eyes are tightly
closed at birth. No information
is available on their rate of de-
velopment.

The ocelot is highly prized by
hunters with dogs. He will, like
other cats, take to the trees when
pressed, but doesn't leave the
ground at the first yap of the
hounds. With his relatively long
legs, he can run like a fox and
knows a thing or two about back-
tracking and double-crossing his
trail.

Although this beautiful cat is
easily tamed if taken young
enough, his temper and conduct
become unpredictable as he gets
older. Certainly no adult ocelot
should be left unattended around
very young children. Another
mark against him is his strong
odor which is said to resemble
that of a lion.

Although he is neither all
"good" nor all "bad," we will all

LIVE-CATCH ALL-PURPOSE TRAPS

Write for
FREE
CATALOG
Trap without injury squirrels, chipmunks, rabbits, mink,
fox, stray animals, pests, etc. Sizes for every need. Also traps
for fish, sparrows, pigeons, crabs, turtles, quail, etc. Save
40', on low factory prices. Free catalog and trapping secrets.

SENSITRONIX,Dept.M-37, 2225Lou Ellen, Houston,Texas77018

have lost something when the
ocelot disappears from the Texas
scene. The clearing of dense brush
in South Texas seems to signal

EXIT for this beautiful cat; an-
other wildlife species to vanish
from the list of Texas fauna in
the face of progress. **

"

Guojolote
0*Bec

ELECTRONIC TRAINER
INSTANT TRAINING UP TO 1 FULL MILE!
Fastest, surest method known for training
hunting dogs, show dogs, prized pets.

Stops undesirable acts before they become bad habits. Modern, push-button training
catches him right in the act of misbehaving. From a short "trickle" for a meek dog,
to a full wallop" for a stubborn one, Sensitronix "instant obedience" circuit gives
you full control at all times. Usually a couple of treatments is enough to let him know
just what must be done to avoid having the unpleasant (but almost painless) experi-
ence repeated. For greater efficiency high energy electrodes automatically and safely
deliver shock when transmitter button is pushed. Results are instantaneous and unbe-
lievable. Stops excessive barking, biting, car chasing, fighting, straying. Improves
hunting and feeding habits. Sensitronix trainers are used by hunters, professional train-
ers, veterinarians, kennel operators, circus animal trainers and dog owners everywhere.
IT'S NEW! Tiny electric collar unit is waterproof and powered by energy cells that never
need removing or replacing for years of dependable service. No more dead batteries just
when you need trainer most. Works in sub-freezing temperatures, blazing sun and damp
weeds. Uses exclusive new automatic rejection circuit for interference free operation.
Transmitter has telescoping antenna and fits hunting jacket pocket.
All models below come complete, ready to operate with energy cell re-charger, tester for
checking trainer's performance, dummy collar and full instructions.
MODEL TX-15 with range to % m ile ................................................ $139.95
MODEL TX-30 with range to /2 mile .... .......... .............................. $149.95
MODEL TX-200 This is our finest model. Crystal controlled, superheterodyne receiver,
extra power transm itter. ........................................ Only $198.00
Extra dum m y collars ........................................................ Each, $ 4.95
Electro-Leash Model works on same principle as remote trainer but has leash connecting hand-
held control unit with collar. Trainer signal is delivered through cable in leash,
10 ft. model - $29.95, 20 ft. model - $34.95, 50 ft. model - $39.95, 100 ft. model - $45.00
TERMS: Check or Money Order with order. For fast C.O.D. shipment call OV 2-2728, Area Code 713.

SENSITRONIX, Dept. T-20, 2225 Lou Ellen, Houston, Texas 77018
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" AXIS BUCK
" SIKA BUCK
" BLACKBUCK ANTELOPE "l . Color roed,ure

" MOUFLON RAM FRANK G. HUNTRESS
* AOUDAD709 Broadway" AOUDAD RAM 70eodo

Son Antonio, Texas 78209
Good exotic game trophies have played an 512 TAylor 2-7885
important part in the continued success of ct,.1,s..iBBA

our hunting ranch. We hope you will hunt ..,n., Toxa ,806
at the Guajolote Ranch soon. 512 MYrtle 5-34682
"HUNTING IS OUR BUSINESS" (San Antonio Exchanges)
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Outdoor Books

SHOOTING PRESERVE MANAGE-
MENT-THE NILO SYSTEM, by
Edward L. Kozicky and John Mad-
son, The Winchester Western Press,
East Alton, Ill., 1966, 311 pages,
illustrated, $4.95.

Establishing a shooting preserve, or
shooting resort, as it is called in Texas,
takes more than simply releasing a few
game animals and letting nature run
its course. It requires a person willing
to delve into the study of agriculture,
business management, personnel ad-
ministration, veterinary medicine, eco-
nomics, public relations, and, of course,
wildlife management.

In the past the only information and
details available on the subject of
establishing a shooting preserve or re-
sort have been scattered through trade
journals and magazines. Due to this
shortage of information, this book
should fill a great void and may well
become the main reference source.

As civilization advances to convert
more land into urban areas, create
more idle time for people, and exert
pressures that require a person to
escape from the tension, opportunities
for vigorous outdoor recreation will be
sought. Hunting has long been a fa-
vorite active sport, but creeping urban-
ization threatens its natural future. The
answer is to create a substitute that
will fill the requirements but still re-
main economically feasible.

Realizing the hunting future of this
nation could very well be oriented
around resorts and preserves, the
Winchester-Western Division of Olin
Mathieson Chemical Corporation opened
their famous Nilo Farms in 1952. They
consist of 700 acres of fields and woods
in western Illinois that are dedicated
to experimental and demonstration.

Combining these two factors-in-
creasing demands for information on
the subject and an accumulation of
data from operation of the experimen-
tal farms-the book is the most com-
plete work ever published on this new
look in American field shooting. In 13
concise chapters and many diagrams,
the Nilo system of preserve manage-
ment is presented.

Profusely illustrated with photos,
cartoons, and construction plans, the
book delves through subjects like shoot-
ing preserve history, area management,
mallards, pheasants, bobwhite quail,
chukar partridges, shooting preserve
cover, dogs, economics, advertising and
promotion, safety, and much more.

The authors, Dr. Edward Kozicky
and John Madson, are both well-known
in the fields of shooting preserves and
conservation. Kozicky is director of
conservation of the Winchester-West-
ern Division of Olin, and M\adson is
assistant director. Since joining Olin
in 1956, Kozicky has become a national
authority on the shooting preserve con-
cept. Madson is well-known for his
many books and popular articles on
conservation, hunting, and the outdoors
in general.

Although the Nilo Farms are located
in western Illinois, the scope of this
book is such that the basic principles
would be applicable throughout the na-
tion. Certainly, the book will be of
great interest to sportsmen, shooting
preserve operators, landowners, and
others interested in the shooting pre-
serve future. -Wayne Tiller

NOW Set or Take up Tro'line in 5 Minutes!

TROTLI NE

FISHING SECRETS... written by experts.
How, when, where to set trotline, illustrated. Baits

laws, tackle. Send 25U for mailing cost.

g LAWRENZ MFG. (0., DEPT.T, P.O. 80X 3837, DALLAS TEX 75208 J

CATCH ANIMAL RAIDERS !

Catch more!
Easy to use!

Simpe, sfe AVAIART rap catch
raiding ar uadillos, a aits coons, squirrel , pigeons, sparrows,
etc.withoutinjur..Straying pets, poultryreasedunhurt.
No jw' orsprings to brek. Galvanized~: many in use 20
"er". Open en s " i" e ani "l " onf"ide"ce. Sizes for l needs.
Wrute for valuanie lustrated guide and price ist.

HAVAHART, 149 Water St., Ossining, N. Y. 10562
Please send me FREE new 48-page guide and price list.
Name . -

Address Zip

HELP!
Our old family album has holes in it!

Wouldn't you feel blue if you found
somehow you'd given away all the copies
of Tom in his graduation robes, or Uncle
All's baby picture on a bearskin rug? And
whatever happened to that cute picture
of Nancy on her fifth birthday?

That's the plight we are in. The fol-
lowing is a list of the gaps in our gallery
of bygone magazines. A reward is of-
fered of one year's free subscription
for each rare copy sent to us until our
quota is reached.

1943
March; July;
August; Sep-
tember

1944
February;
April

1947
June; July

1949
April

1950
March; July;
November;
December

1951
January;
February;
March; April

1957
December

1958
April; Sep-
tember

1959
February;
March; April

1960
June;
November

1961
May

"5$

Send magazines to: TEXAS PARKS
AND WILDLIFE magazine, Reagan State
Bldg., Austin, Texas 75701.

REMEMBER:
A free subscription for each rare

issue submitted.

ALOE VERA PLANTS
Aloe Vera plant, 10 inches tall $1.00 each,
postpaid. Also, 7 gorgeous flowering cac-
tus plants, including Golden Ball $1.00.
Postpaid.

CACTUSLAND
Dept. W-1, Edinburg, Texas 78539
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photos by Wayne Tiler

Lure of the

Temptress
by Wayne Tiller

TRAVELERS to me have always
been people on the move, painters
were men in white who threw

paint in the right places, a roach
was a despicable insect, a sheet
was something to sleep upon, a

foot was a part of a person's
anatomy at the end of a leg, and
a tiller was one of my relatives
-but that was before I went
sailing. Now these objects are
metal rods, a short piece of rope,
a part of a sail, a rope to adjust
the sails, the lower edge of a
sail, and a part of the rudder, re-
spectively.

Far more impressive than the
alien language is what could be

termed the aesthetics of the
sport. Out in the Gulf of Mexico,
away from the muddy bay waters
and smoke-choked air, the wind,
water, stars, and all else becomes
a part of what has been called
the mystery of the seas. Away
from the blight of man's shore,
the sea is a liquid emerald abyss,
spiced with occasional dolphins,
jellyfish, and other fascinating
creatures. The air crackles with
a crispness that explodes the
heavens with new galaxies of
stars so bright they seem to be
strung from the mast. Their re-
flections play on the water with
phosphorescent animals that glow

mysteriously from the agitation
caused by the ship's passing,
leaving a wake of blue fire.

Unlike thousands of people who
take their first sail aboard one
of the little Sunfish-class craft,
my introduction to sailing was
aboard the 50-foot yacht Temp-
tress in the Corpus Christi to
Galveston annual race. Far from
a shallow inland skiff, this $60,-
000-plus craft has a full galley,
first-class electrical navigation
equipment, two bathrooms, sleep-
ing quarters for at least a dozen
people, a mainsail of over 1,000
square feet that alone cost sev-
eral thousand dollars, and a
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The boats started at staggered intervals, the
larger Temptress being the last off. Her exhilarating

race to the finish line was topped only by
the magical enchantment of her ocean love song.

weighted keel filled with eight
tons of lead.

Skippered and owned by Keith
Edwards of Houston the Temp-
tress truly lived up to her name
-she could tempt almost any
man down to the sea. Her se-
lected crew for the race included
T. H. Winkler, Bob Leech, Jim
Gammage, Larry Belty, and Tom
Beasley of Houston, along with
Jerry Jordan and L. E. Wade
of Alvin. All were experienced
sail setters, some having several
decades of experience under their
belts. Most of the crew was
aboard when the Temptress won
the Galveston to Biloxi race this
past season.

Introduced to the crew on the
morning of the race by dentist-
sailer W. M. Allen of Corpus
Christi, I was somewhat awed
by their lackadaisical attitude
toward getting ready for the
race. Elsewhere on the dock there
was frenzied activity as boats
were loaded, sails stretched and
folded, groceries and ice brought
aboard, and a general hustle-
bustle. But not on the Temptress
-- it was nap time.

Being the inquisitive type, I

asked and was informed there
were two reasons. One, the crew
had just sailed up from Houston
the night before and had enjoyed
very much the pre-race party.
And, second, even though the
race was scheduled for 10 a.m.,
it was a staggered start and,
since the Temptress was rated
the fastest boat in the fleet, our
starting time was 5:36 p.m.!

Just when I was getting the
first installment of simplified
sailing terminology, a Captain's
meeting was called. Everyone
crowded into a depleted refresh-
ment room of the Corpus Christi
Yacht Club, and in a din of chat-
ter discussed the course, past
races, best rigging for the wind,
depths of sand bars, dredging
operations, tides, weather, and
"What all was in that shrimp
sauce last night?"

Soon after the fine points of
the course had been argued at
some length, especially those
which had led to one ship's sail-
ing up onto the beach the night
before, the crews of the smaller
boats scattered for those last
minute preparations. But not the
crew of the Temptress-they ex-

pressed their sentiments for their
friends in smaller boats who had
to leave so soon, then curled up
on deck wherever they found
shade, and tried for another "40."

After noon, however, action
started picking up. Jokes about
"scrubbing her belly" raised
questions in my mind until I
learned that before each race the
hull of a ship has to be cleaned.
The slightest amount of algae or
other foreign matter could re-
duce speed and lose the race. Pe-
riodic cannon shots from Corpus
Christi Bay, signaling the start
of another boat, reminded us that
our time was growing short.
Building tension was paralleled
by a rising breeze that indicated
we may have the advantage of
better wind over the earlier leav-
ing ships.

Expertly crossing the starting
line at almost the instant the
cannon sounded for the last time,
we first headed across shallow
Corpus Christi Bay for Port
Aransas. The depth meter de-
manded constant attention be-
cause the bottom was often only
a foot or two under our keel.
Going aground here would cer-
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Ghctos by Wayne T i I [Cr

tainly knock us out of the race.
Coming up on the spoil banks
of the Corpus Christi-Port Aran-
sas ship channel, we held our
breath and scraped a sand bar.
Then we were in the channel and
almost home free.

Now, all we had to contend
with was dodging ocean tankers
and freighters. Since the wind
was blowing right down the
channel from where we wanted
to go we would have to tack all
the way, or zig-zag like a wind-
ing road up a steep mountain.
Here the art is to get the most
out of each tack, without going
aground on either bank of the
channel, because each change of
direction loses time and speed.

Finally we dodged the Aran-
sas Pass ferry, a strong out-
going tide washed us out the
pass, and we set a true course

F-;for the offshore oil field south of
'- the entrance to the Galveston

Ship Channel. Rules stated we
9- z must go around at least one

structure in this field before
~Sd P crossing the finish line in the

. mouth of the ship channel.
k. Soon after leaving Aransas

Pass we ate a light snack and
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trimmed the ship for night cruis-
ing. A steady, gentle breeze and
a lack of any high seas meant
that six of us could sleep while
the other three stood watch. Pe-
riodically our location was plot-
ted with a radio direction finder,
our speed was checked, and the
sails were adjusted to maintain
the highest efficiency.

This is where the Temptress
really sang her love song. A gen-
tle baby-cradle rock, a cool soft
breeze, a billion stars in a pitch-
black sky, the slosh of waves
against the hull, and the enchant-
ment of swarms of glowing deep-
sea fireflies cast a never-to-be-
forgotten spell.

All too soon, the sun brushed

You canCALL FOX, CAT ;,

the mast and sail and the first
whiffs of coffee brought all hands
up on deck. Two pounds of ba-
con and three dozen eggs mixed
their smells with the coffee to
herald the best breakfast man
could invent.

In the night we had passed
a few boats but the gentle breeze
that made the trip comfortable
also gave the smaller craft an ad-
vantage. As we picked up a cou-
ple of curious dolphins from a
fleet of shrimp boats at anchor,
we spotted the oil wells of our
destination. Our navigator was
uncanny in having us perfectly
on course, especially when we
saw some of our competitors far
inshore and others way out from
the field.

Picking our best route through
the field, we slipped dangerously

line. Reaching downwind we set
the big parachute-looking spin-
naker out front and adjusted all
the other sails for the most ef-
ficiency. Far out in front we
could see many sails, but un-
comfortably few behind. Theoret-
ically, with a staggered start we
were supposed to cross the finish
line all at the same time.

Even with the tension and
competition of racing another
ship side-by-side for the finish
line, it was anticlimactic so far
as I was concerned. Memories
of crystal clear water surging
over a dolphin's back, streamers
of stars on the mast, a kaleido-
scope sunset, and saltwater fire-
flies were still fresh. The tanta-
lizing lure of the Temptress had
cast her spell on me and there
was saltwater forever in my
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Texas Tackle Talk

FIREBIRD 999 is the big news
from Shakespeare this season. It
is an American-made, low-cost,
push-button reel with frame,
cone, and push-button of high-im-
pact red and black Cycolac, one of
the most widely known of the
space-age miracle materials. Fea-
tures of the reel include 12-point
stainless steel pickup head for
easy and positive line retrieve;
star drag to reduce line twist; a
four-to-one gear ratio for a fast
retrieve; and it comes filled with
10-pound quality Shakespeare
monofilament. Perhaps the big-
gest news of the Firebird 999 is
its catalog price of $8.50.

DIRTY FLY LINE is often the
cause of a number of problems
known to all fly fishermen. The
most frequent of these problems
is failure of the line to shoot or
float properly. The foreign mate-
rial on the line is most likely to
be algae, which can grow and
develop even if you fish only
crystal clear waters. If the water
will support fish, it will also sup-
port algae.

Scientific Anglers, Inc., manu-
facturers of a long line of quality
fishing tackle, recommends the
use of Lava soap to remove both
algae and other foreign materials.
Although a number of commer-
cially prepared cleaners are avail-
able, Lava soap used with a soft

by Wayne Tiller

damp cloth makes one of the best
found anywhere.

Another suggestion by the fish-
ing specialists at Scientific An-
glers, Inc. concerns the boating
or netting of fish while using a
fly rod. They suggest that if your
fish makes a run when you have
it in close, turn your rod over
quickly so that the reel and
guides are on top. This action
will allow the knots in your leader
or the connection between your
line and leader to slip through
the guides much more easily. Us-
ing this trick might save you a
good fish some day.

SPECKS-A-GO-GO is rated as
the newest and most versatile
lure introduced by the Creme
Lure Company of Tyler since the
original soft plastic worm. Salt-
water fishermen report it catches
specks, weakfish, reds, and strip-
ers; and the freshwater anglers
report big catches of bass. The
new worms are available rigged
or in the handy spare pack.

The new plastic worms appear
to be the head and tail sections
of a worm with a pressure ring
which holds the lure securely to

EXOTIC GAME
FOR HUNTING & STOCKING

Several species of foreign game now
available. Excellent trophies. Live
delivery guaranteed. Year-round
season.

for further
information
write or call .

T E X 0 T I C S
2102 PARKWAY 0 AUSTIN, TEXAS

Phone: GR 8-0741

Keep minnows & shrimp
alive in buckets.
Not a gimmick,
not a toy-but'
an attractive,,
efficient,
cordless
agitator
Restores/
oxygen
to the ";y t
water ,

-;:* yPrices
r;"«- ,. n for $3.95

o for $700
" .' Three for $10.00
i "l 2 (Add 2% Texas Tax)

IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT

" New Type 1200 RPM Sealed-
in Motor

" Operates Up to 6 Hours on One
Standard C Flashlight Battery

• No Wires-Can Use Any Bucket

" Only 7/2 Inches Long

* Fully Plated to Prevent Rust

Mail Check or Money order with Name,

Address & Zip Code. Sorry-No C.O.D.

0. Box 7313- Waco Texas 76710
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LARGE AFRICAN NIGHTCRAWLERS
$10 per 1,000, postpaid

5,000 medium $45, postpaid

PAT'S WORM RANCH
P. 0. Box 3194

San Antonio, Tex. 78211
Tel. AC512-924.5188
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a lead head. They are available
in nine tested colors in packs of
four or rigged with a spare head
or tail.

ZEBFLEX FasTaper rods and
the Abu Cardinal saltwater reels
are only two items listed in the
outstanding line of equipment in
the new Zebco catalog. But the
big news of this publication is
not necessarily in the equipment
but all the other helpful informa-
tion. For instance, eight of the
nation's outstanding fishing au-
thorities tell how to find and
catch the most popular species
in their sections of the nation.

Other valuable information
tells how to cast lures accurately
and how to "read" unknown
waters to determine where the
hot spots are located. The Zebco
people have put so much into this
catalog that they could easily sell
it and demand a good price.
However, a free copy is avail-
able by writing: Zebco, 6101
East Apache, Tulsa, Oklahoma
74115. **
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Junior Sportsmen
by Joan Pearsall

At Easter an egg is something
prettily colored or made out of
chocolate, and without them the
holiday would not seem quite
the same. This has been so for
hundreds of years. The early
Christians thought of eggs as
representing hope and resurrec-
tion and, therefore, a fitting sym-
bol of Easter. Before that, pa-
gans also believed they had spe-
cial meaning, as an emblem of
new life and of the sun.

It is not surprising that eggs
were the object of all this respect,
for they really are something of
a miracle. Let us examine their
construction and development.

The most important part, that
which nourishes life, is the yolk.
All the rest is protective and nu-
tritious. After the yolk begins
its descent, it takes almost a com-
plete day to become fully devel-
oped with a shell, and the timing
is the same for all species of

I

birds, domestic or wild.
The yolk passes by glands

that coat it with several layers
of the egg white, or albumen.
The first layer is a thin cover-
ing, and the second is thick,
tough and rubbery, to act as a
shock absorber.

The egg moves on in a spiral-
ing motion, which forces the
light, watery, third layer of al-
bumen through the more dense
layer to the yolk, and allows the
yolk to float and keep its bal-
ance. The tiny white speck,
called the blastoderm, is the
original life cell in the yolk, and
it floats to the top. The spiraling
also twists the albumen into a
rope at each end of the yolk,
which keeps it centered and pro-
tects the yolk from sudden jars.

Next comes a covering of two
sheets of tough membrane-the
skin you see when you take the
shell off a hard-boiled egg. Then

TIMELY FEEDER
LEHMAN AUTOMATIC

GAME FEEDER

1. Feed 6 ozs. or more at any selected time
-regularly & unattended-saves cost of
feed '& labor.

2. Distributes feed 50 to 100 ft.-depending
on installation height. Install suspended
-or on pipe legs.

3. Operates on 6 volt dry cell-2 to 6 mos.

4. Capacity 250 & 900 lb. sizes.

WRITE FOR FREE BROCHURE

LEHMAN EQUIPMENT CO.
Rt. 3, Box 53 - Corpus Christi, Texas

the shapeless egg passes into the
shell gland, where it collects four
porous layers of shell. It is in the
last hour that the shell picks up
the pigments with the distinctive
coloring of its own species.

The shell hardens as the egg
is laid, passing to the outside
large end first. However, it is
still porous and allows oxygen to
enter inside and gaseous wastes
to filter out, so the egg can be
said to breathe. Also, a hot egg
sweats, while a completely sub-
merged one drowns.

When the egg enters the cold
world, cell development inside
stops until incubation is started.

Each bird, out of the approxi-
mately 8,600 species in the world,
lays an egg that is different from
all the other species, in size,
shape, or color. Also, each indi-
vidual hen lays eggs that are
slightly different from those of
hens of the same species !

As a rule, egg size depends on
the size of the hen, although the
ones containing downy chicks
need to hold more food, and are
larger than the eggs hatching
naked young.

The shape of eggs varies very
much. Murres, which build their
nests on narrow, high ledges, lay
a top-shaped egg, which will roll
in a circle rather than off the
ledge. The eggs of shorebirds
are conical, usually four in num-
ber, and the points fit together
in the middle of the nest, so that
the small mother can sit on all
eggs at once.

Coloring of the eggs has a lot
to do with how much camouflage
is needed. Nests of woodpeckers,
kingfishers, and owls are con-
cealed, so their eggs tend to be
white. Eggs of birds in open
nests are variously tinted and
spotted to blend with surround-
ings.

Of course, the "camouflage"
given to eggs at Easter is quite
a different kind, and the brighter
the better for all you lucky Eas-
ter egg hunters!

Here is an "April Fool" Eas-
ter egg you can have some fun
with. Color one egg several days
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ahead of time, then soak it in
vinegar for a week. This will
make the shell become soft and
rubbery.

Find a nice-looking bottle or
vase, with a neck much thinner
than a normal egg. Fill it almost
full of water, then carefully form
the vinegar-soaked egg into a nar-
row shape, and push it through
the opening.

When it is safely in, pour out
the water and the egg will return
to its former shape. You might
want to tie a ribbon around the
bottle or put some funny note
on it.

This will be quite a surprise

to your family or friends. If you
hide the bottle during an egg
hunt, some finder is going to be
very puzzled as to just how that

GAME BIRD EGGS
8 Variety Quail - 6 Variety Partridge

10 Variety Francolin - 24 Variety Pheasant
Junglefawl - Peafowl - White Guineas

CAL-CROSS PHEASANT FARM
1976 California Crossing Rd.

Tel. CH 7.5140
Dallas, Texas 75220

Patent Pending

St • I A camouflaged seat located at
a strategic point will make hunt-

ing deer and varment

t more successful and a
pleasure. Easily in-

stalled by one man,

10 lightweight seat turns 300 de-
grees quietly and without effort.Comfort Can be bolted toComfo tree and moved

when necessary.
Steel and aluminum construction with ad-
justable foot rest and gun rest. FOB, stand-
ard model, $45. Deluxe, with vinyl cushions,
$75. Dealers invited.

MORAGNE
Machine & Manufacturing Co.

Po 0i Box 518
Missouri City, Texas 77459

egg got inside!
How to get the egg outside

again? Now that's another ques-
tion, and one that you will have
to figure out! **

FOR LANDOWNERS WHO
WANT TO ESTABLISH

YEAR-ROUND HUNTING
" THOROUGHLY ACCLIMATED
" MANY EXOTIC SPECIES

" WILD CORSICAN SHEEP
" BLACKBUCK ANTELOPE
" FALLOW DEER

" AVAILABLE NOW

Live Delivery Guaranteed!

Tell us what you need-Write
2818 N. McCULLOUGH

SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS

There is one variable designed
especially for big game hunting.

It's the Weaver V4.5.
From fast snap shots at running game to big game hunting in open
country, the ultra-compact 1.5x to 4.5x Weaver V4.5 quickly adapts
to the type of shooting you do. It's the most useful variable ever
designed for short to medium range shooting. Completely shock-
proof and weatherproof for unexcelled dependability. If your game
and terrain vary, get the scope that offers the last word in accu-
rate, versatile sighting: The Weaver V4.5. $55. ow. R. Weaver co.

CHOICE OF RETICLES
Choose from four reticles: Crosshair,
Post and Crosshair, Range-Finder, and
new Dual X-all pt no extra charge.

100% MADE-IN-AMERICA QUALITY C

FOR FREE CATALOG WRITE: W. R. WEAVER CO. / DEPT. 34 / EL PASO, TEXAS 79915
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WEEDS & ALGAE
"Foul Up Your Fishing?

Get Rid of Them
for Sure with

ATLAS "A"
The best way to kill most water weeds
and algael Widely used ... highly
recommended. Harmless to fish when
applied as directed.

See your dealer, or contact

RHODIA INC.
CHIPMAN DIVISION

Box 6272, Bob Harris Station

Pasadena, Texas
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Letters to the Editor

Plastic Shells and Cattle
I am wondering if you have any of-

ficial research reports on the effect
shotgun shells may have if they are
eaten by cattle. A leading sporting
goods store tells us they know of no
facts or cases where cattle have died
from eating shotgun shells, but they do
know for a fact that some ranchers
insist that all shells be picked up.

There seems to be so much confusion
that it might be something of interest
for your readers.

David W. Young
San Antonio

Shortly after the development of
plastic shotgun shells, some ranchers
refused to allow hunters on their land
unless they used paper shells-fearing
cows could not digest the plastic.shells.
About the middle of 1963, therefore,
Winchester-Western requested the
Squibb Laboratory for Veterinary Medi-
cine to conduct tests to determine any
possible effects of this material on
cattle.

Briefly, the results of the Squibb in-
vestigation are as follows: (1) There is
nothing toxic in the plastic which would
cause death. (2) Cattle suffering from
a phosphorous deficiency have depraved
appetites and will eat practically any-
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thing, including wood, pieces of metal,
empty shot shell hills, etc. (3) Under
most circumstances the foreign matter
ingested by the cattle will eventually be
passed during normal course of excre-
tion. (4) It is possible that some of
the foreign material could lodge in the
reticulum (stomach) and remain there
until the animal's death; however, this
would not be the cause of death.

In the Squibb experiments it was
necessary to force feed shells to cattle
which were not suffering from a de-
ficiency as they would not voluntarily
ingest the shells. Also, in practically
all instances, the cattle regurgitated
the shot shell hulls.-Dr. Edward L.
Kozicky, Director of Conservation, Win-
chester-Western.

Illegal Whistling
This letter may help to answer the

"Whistle Stop" question asked by the
13-year-old reader in the February,
1968, issue.

I have been hunting deer for many
years now, and find the following to be
true as pertaining to the white-tailed
deer particularly.

If the deer is walking, tail down, a
whistle will stop him in his tracks 90C(
of the time. If the deer is in a slow
run, that is, not "spooked," his tail

Rates: $2 for 1 year, $3 for 2 years,

$5 for 5 years
Send check or money order to:

TEXAS PARKS & WILDLIFE DEPT.
John H. Reagan Bldg., Austin, Texas 78701

Attach magazine address label
here for change of address and
renewal.

name

address

city, state, zip code

down or out, he will stop at a whistle
about 50% of the time. However, when
he is running at full speed-his tail
(flag) up and possibly "spooked"-then
don't bother with the whistle for it will
only add to this spooked condition.

I would like to caution the young
hunter not to whistle too loudly, just
loud enough to be heard by the deer he
wants to shoot. He should also re-
member to be in position to fire when
he does whistle; any movement by the
hunter will give his position away to
the deer since he has already given
the deer a sound to look for.

Last season, in fog, I stopped a nice
buck three times before I could be
certain of my shot. I hope this letter
will be of some help to the young
hunter.

G.J.C.
Dallas

Since publication of the aforemen-
tioned letter, it has been pointed out
that Texas law (Art. 9 2 3

-q, P.C.)
states: "Any person who at any time of
the year in hunting deer uses a deer-
call, whistle, decoy, callpipe, reed, or
other device, mechanical or natural, for
the purpose of calling or attracting any
deer, except by rattling deer horns,
shall be fined not less than one hun-
dred nor more than five hundred dol-
lars, or be imprisoned in jail not less
than twenty nor more than ninety days
or both." This statute has been inter-
preted to the effect that an effort to
attract deer other than by using the rat-
tling of horns is illegal.-Editor.

BACK COVERS

Inside: The sea casts an incur-
able spell with the aid of a lux-
urious temptress. See story page
24. Photo by Wayne Tiller.
Outside: Wild flowers in full
glory bring fiesta to the Texas
countryside. See story page 6.
Photo by Leroy Williamson.
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